NOTICE

University Information Resources Center (UIRC, GGSIP University) and Customer Development Center, Elsevier-Science and Technology Publishing is organising Publishing Connect Workshop at GGS Indraprastha University, Delhi on 11.09.2013, during 10am-12 noon.

Publishing Connect workshop is an Elsevier initiative, and is conducted by Elsevier Journal Publisher, who shares their deep expertise of publishing process & Do's & Don'ts of writing research articles.

Publishing Connect converges Idea, thesis, knowledge of researchers, Scientists by extensively linking them to publisher. It enables the research community to make their own assessments and ignore incorrect information. It helps to train and inform researchers locally on various aspects of the scholarly communication process.

Theme – “How to get published in Research Journals”

Who should attend this workshop?
- Research Scholars,
- Faculty members involved in publishing of research articles,
- Dean's & Professors who would like to guide students about Scholarly Publishing.

Christopher Tancock, Elsevier Social Sciences Journal Publisher, Oxford U.K., is traveling to India and has shown keen interest in conducting this workshop. He has degrees in European studies and linguistics and is based in the Oxford, UK office.

Date: 11th September 2013, Time: 10 AM – 12 Noon

Hon'ble Vice Chancellor has kindly consented to inaugurate the workshop.

You are cordially invited to attend and participate this Workshop. This workshop will start with welcome tea and snacks.

(Subhash Deshmukh)
Librarian
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